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New Trend: AI

As predicted when the COVID-19 pandemic began, and the world entered the netherworld
between society’s previous s-curve and the still-to-be-found next one, one of the likely
winners through the crisis looks like being the AI sector. We were careful to note that it
would be the ‘low end’ applications of the technology that would be the primary
beneficiaries. That hasn’t stopped media commentators from continuing to make some
extraordinary predictions about the future value of the industry. None of them appears to
have understood how technology evolves though, and consequently, the numbers they’re
projecting make no sense at all. We will not all be driving around in autonomous vehicles
in 2025. Neither will we have replaced 40% of white-collar jobs with robots. Or even
cobots. That’s not how the world works. And it’s certainly not how AI technology develops.
The world is s-curve shaped. AI will eventually be able to enable autonomous vehicles (it
is far less clear, however, that by the time the solutions are ready, the world will want
them), but only when AI scientists recognise that the route from here to there will involve a
series of step-change advances in the architecture, structure, and most important,
philosophical tenets of the domain.
Aside from the occasional opportunity to snigger at the naivety of the autonomous vehicle
pipe-dreams of some of the automotive OEMs, our most recent client experience has
been connected to the use of a deep-learning measurement system for the agriculture
sector. Because the development team understands s-curves and the need to be looking
for and solving contradictions, I believe history will look back at what has been achieved
and will be amazed at how we’ve been able to make so much progress with so little
resource. In the meantime, now that we have the first pre-production units available for
use by beta-customers, we’ve been somewhat dismayed at the responses of customers.
This is not to say we’re frustrated at the customers themselves (‘the customer is always
right’. Ish.), but rather the team’s inability to communicate the step-changes that have
been achieved.
The usual start of the frustration comes when we hear comments like, ‘I went to a trade
show and saw multiple vision-system/AI/etc solutions exactly like yours’. The heart of the
challenge here is that all of these systems are using exactly the same cameras, sensors,
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conveyors, sorters and peripheral hardware. Of course they look the same. The stepchange isn’t in the hardware. It rarely will be. The step-changes are in the code. Or
perhaps, rather, the focus and problem types the code is designed to deal with.
Which – time for another blinding flash of the obvious – leads us to the step-changes
associated with different problem types according to Dave Snowden’s Cynefin framework
and our own Complexity Landscape Model (CLM). Plus a bit. Figure 1 illustrates what we
believe is a sequence showing the five key (s-curve) stages of AI problem solving
capability, arranged in order of increasing sophistication, and hence increasing degree of
difficulty:

long term value

current value

SIMPLE

COMPLICATED

COMPLEX

ANTHRO-COMPLEX

CHAOTIC
Degree of Difficulty

Figure 1: Five Levels Of AI Problem Solving Capability & Connection To (Customer) Value)

Looked at through the lens of these five fundamentally different problem types, as
illustrated at the top of the picture, it becomes clear that the current value being generated
from the AI industry is heavily dominated by the first two types of problem – Simple and
Complicated – but that, the long term value potential will very much come only when the
industry is able to transcend into the three problem types on the right hand side of the
spectrum.
It is our belief that the work we’ve been doing has, thanks to the type of problem we’ve
been tasked with solving, forced us to make the jump out of the world of Complicated and
into the world of Complex problems. A lay-person won’t recognise that we’ve had to cross
this boundary, but – perhaps paradoxically – its only when they do that they will begin to
realise that this jump from Complicated to Complex is what’s required before the industry
will really be able to solve the majority of problems currently being worked on. And, for our
development team, out of that thought comes a recognition that what we’ve had to work
on thanks to a piece of good fortune, now becomes a potential gateway through which
everyone with ambitions to solve Complex problems has the opportunity to pass. Or could
if we decide to make our solutions public.
That’s a debate for another day. The point right now is to recognise that the five problem
types model provides the foundation of a ‘new’ Evolution Trend pattern. One that has been
sitting under our noses for the last decade.
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Let’s now look at each of the five stages in turn, and especially, the ‘new’ 4th stage that
those familiar with Cynefin or CLM may not have recognised before, in order to allow
users to objectively identify where their AI challenges sit on the scale, and, once they
know this, what to do about solving them. Actually, forget the ‘AI’ part, exactly the same
pattern applies to problem solving strategies in general.
Stage
SIMPLE

Characteristics
Very heavily constrained problems
Inspection of specific features
Static problems
Tiny amounts of variation
Clear ‘look-up table’ understanding of ‘pass’ and
‘fail’
Highly repetitive operations
Easy to train human to do/low-value workers
Humans not good (1-2-nines) at highly repetitive
work
Need for >2-nines demands removal of human
System trained (~months) to achieve betterthan-human
COMPLICATED Limited amounts of variation
Static problems
Closed world – i.e. external effects can be
isolated or removed
Combination of multiple indicators
Objective understanding of ‘match’ and ‘nomatch’
Need to resolve some form of contradiction –
e.g. incomplete data, partially corrupted data,
false data, etc – so system trained (~100ks
examples) to smooth out such problems
‘Needle in a haystack’
Too much calculation for human brain to deal
with
‘Non-obvious’/Algorithmic

Examples
Automated
manufacture vision
systems

COMPLEX

Aircraft landing in
cross-wind:

High levels of variation
Subjective: no clear ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answer
(time-dependency)
Incomplete data
Strong influence of external effects on system
behaviour
‘Between’ data becomes relevant
Dynamic/constant-learning
Dynamic algorithms
Dynamic ontologies/ontology boundaries
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Fingerprint match

Radiography (e.g.
identifying abnormalities)

Drone swarm:

ANTHROCOMPLEX

CHAOTIC

Effectively infinite levels of variation
Added uncertainties of human (psychological)
behaviour
Dynamic ‘between’ relationships
The higher the number of elements being
modelled, the number of ‘betweens’ rises
exponentially
Super-system dominated
Dynamic
Non-algorithmic
‘You can never step in the same river twice’

Autonomous vehicle:

Infinite levels of variation
Distant relationship between cause and effect
‘Between’ dominated
Need for constant learning
‘The one that learns the fastest, wins’

Aerial combat:

Railway timetabling:

Anti-terrorism:

So, back to our pioneering agtech deep-learning AI solution. The AI world, when it comes
to commercially deployed, net-value generating solutions, is, as stated earlier, largely
stuck at dealing with Simple and Complicated problems. Since each stage of the Trend
represents an s-curve shift, anyone seeking to tackle what turns out to be a Complex
problem (we only discovered this was the case in retrospect) will need to solve a basic
contradiction before they will have an opportunity of success. The Complicated-toComplex jump, depending on the specifics of the application, is either about the shift from
static to dynamic algorithms (i.e. allowing for changes in the calculation rules), and/or the
inclusion of the ability to accommodate external effects. In our case, the key problem is
that we’re trying to assess whether a piece of organic material either ‘passes’ or ‘fails’ a
quality check and is trying to do so in a domain where the human operators we’re seeking
to free from having to do the job to a large extent don’t know themselves. So not only have
we ended up having to train our AI system, we’ve also found ourselves having to train the
operators too.
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That explanation probably won’t be good enough to convince sceptics who look at our
system and conclude that it is ‘the same’ as existing (‘Complicated’) solutions – no-one
believes anything these days, right? – but hopefully awareness of this ‘new’ Trend will help
plant the necessary foundations for the future. And in the meantime, we’ll let our stepchange improvements in results speak for themselves. Our Complex-shifting solution
might physically look the same as a Simple or Complicated one, but the lines of code it
contains certainly don’t.
Here, finally, is an icon-based summary of the Trend we suspect we’ll be showing to AI
developers (or more likely their managers) in the coming months and years, when we see
them continually failing to deliver what they’ve naively promised their customers and the
world at large and they finally begin to ask why?

SIMPLE

COMPLICATED
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COMPLEX

ANTHRO-COMPLEX

CHAOTIC

Case Study: Breaking The World High-Jump Record

Sports offer up a host of examples of alternating cycles of optimisation and innovation.
Perhaps none more so than the high-jump. A sport that, over the course of the past 110
years has seen the emergence of three innovations, the latest of which came in 1968
when Dick Fosbury revealed his new ‘Flop’ to the world at the Olympics held that year. As
it turns out, that has been the last innovation in the sequence. Meaning that, after the
inevitable period of optimisation that followed Fosbury’s innovation, the World Records
haven’t changed for thirty plus years now. The current record for the women’s event has
been in place since Stefka Kostadinova of Bulgaria jumped 2.09m in 1987. For the men,
the record hasn’t been broken since the Cuban jumper, Javier Sotomayor jumped 2.45m
in 1993.
All of which appears to indicate that the high-jump world is long overdue another leap
away from optimisation and in the direction of a step change, and therefore a jump to the
next s-curve. Which in turn means that someone is going to have to solve a contradiction.
A contradiction that clearly exists between the athlete’s desire to jump higher (‘length of
stationary object’) and their inability to generate sufficient vertical force to launch them
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over the bar. Here’s what the Contradiction Matrix has to say about how others have
successfully overcome that conflict pair:

As is often the case, looking at the Inventive Principles used by others to solve similar
problems in the past, I’m always drawn to Principle 13, The Other Way Around. Usually
because, out of all the Principles it is the most provocative one. Beyond that initial instinct,
when I tried to use the Principle to generate ideas, it rapidly became apparent that Dick
Fosbury had already used the ‘other way around’ strategy in that he’d evolved a jumping
style that effectively means jumping over the bar backwards rather than previous forwardfacing jumping styles.
So, what else could be turned around the other way? The first potentially useful answer to
this question emerged when I started to investigate the height of high-jump athletes. For
the most part they are all tall and skinny. The main advantage height provides is that the
athlete’s centre of gravity will be higher-off the ground. This means the actual force they
need to jump much higher heights is less than their competitors who are shorter. On the
other hand, a shorter athlete has the potential advantage of being lighter and therefore
needing less force to generate the required jumping height. Sounds like a physical
contradiction. One that looks something like this:
BECAUSE

better CofG

world record
jump

AND
lighter, less
lift force
required

tall

AND

short

REQUIRES

All of which in turn should tell us that we either get to manage the contradiction or
successfully challenge some of the assumptions contained in the Bubble Map. Does
tallness inherently confer a better centre-of-gravity advantage for example?
The answer to which, when we return to some of the other Inventive Principles obtained
from the height-versus-force conflict, is it doesn’t have to be inherent at all. Especially if it
is possible to incorporate some Principle 10, Preliminary Action strategy into our desired
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new jumping style. Is it possible, for example, to ‘pre-store’ some energy to help alter the
jumping dynamics? And at the same time, of course, stay within the rules of the sport
(giving athletes a jet-pack or pogo-sprung shoes are thus most likely precluded as solution
options!)
Who might have solved this problem? And were they tall or short?
Answer: gymnast Simone Biles. Who, at 4’8” (1.42m), happens to be very short indeed.
Here’s her in mid-leap during one of her famous floor exercise routines:

Noting how the ground is not even visible at the bottom of the picture, it seems likely that
the rather wonderful Ms Biles has already broken the world high-jump record. The only
problem that there wasn’t a bar positioned in the middle of the exercise floor. Oh, and, she
probably used both feet to launch her triple-double somersault
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fdp8SVOSF4), which currently contravenes the high
jump rules. They state that the athlete must launch from one foot on the ground. This
sounds like an optimisation challenge to me rather than the need for another contradiction
to be solved. The key to achieving the required height comes from the stored potential
energy from the first somersault, and the need to launch the height-delivering second jump
therefore doesn’t need two feet on the ground. I’m not sure, for that matter, whether it
might not be better to make the high jump part of the process occur by launching from the
hands rather than feet. Again, that feels like optimisation detail. The immediate job is to
encourage Simone Biles or another (short, muscular) gymnast that their best strategy for
winning an Olympic gold medal might well be to switch sports and enter the high jump.
You heard it here first.
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Not So Funny – 40 Inventive (Coincidence) Principles

Some of the greatest inventions of all time have arrived through either accidents or
coincidences. We thought it was time to examine whether Madame Fate is aware of the
40 Inventive Principles…
Principle 1, Segmentation

Principle 4, Asymmetry

Principle 2, Taking Out (Separation)

Principle 5, Merging

Principle 6, Universality
Principle 3, Local Quality
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Principle 7, Nested Doll

Principle 11, Beforehand Cushioning

Principle 8, Anti-Weight
Principle 12, Equipotentiality

Principle 13, The Other Way Around
Principle 9, Preliminary Prior-Action

Principle 10, Preliminary Action
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Principle 14, Spheroidality

Principle 18, Vibration (Resonance)

Principle 15, Dynamisation

Principle 19, Periodic Action

Principle 16, Slightly More, Slightly Less

Principle 20, Continuity Of Useful Action

Principle 17, Another Dimension
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Principle 21, Hurrying

Principle 25, Self-Service

Principle 22, Blessing In Disguise
Principle 26, Copying

Principle 23, Feedback

Principle 27, Cheap Disposable

Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution
(‘Fields’)
Principle 24, Intermediary
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Principle 29, Pneumatics & Hydraulics

Principle 32, Colour Changes
(‘Transparency’)

Principle 30, Flexible Shells & Thin Films
Principle 33, Homogeneity

Principle 34, Discarding & Recovering

Principle 31, Porous Materials (‘Holes’)

Principle 35, Parameter Changes
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Principle 36, Phase Transitions

Principle 37, Thermal Expansion
(‘Relative Change’)

Principle 38, Strong Oxidants (‘Enriched
Atmosphere’)

Principle 39, Inert Atmosphere (‘Calmed
Atmosphere’)
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Principle 40, Composite

Patent of the Month – Paper Based Centrifugation

Our patent of the month this month takes us into massive-cost-reduction innovation
territory, and a sextet of Stanford inventors motivated to escape from incremental thinking
mode and into something close to start-with-the-end-in-mind Ideal Final Result World.
US11,331,665 was granted to the team on May 17. Here’s what they have to say about
the problem being tackled:
A centrifuge is the workhorse of any medical diagnostics facility. From the extraction of plasma
from whole blood (for performing immunoassays or determining the haematocrit value), to
analysing the concentration of pathogens and parasites in biological fluids, such as blood, urine
and stool (for microscopy), centrifugation is the first key-step for most diagnostic assays. In
modern diagnostics, separation of unwanted cellular debris is especially critical for the accuracy
and reliability of molecular diagnostics tools and lateral-flow-based rapid diagnostic tests that are
designed for detecting low levels of infection in diseases such as malaria, human
immunodeficiency virus and tuberculosis. Currently, centrifugation is typically inaccessible under
field conditions, because conventional machines are bulky, expensive and electricity-powered. The
need for electricity-free centrifugal bio-separation solutions has prompted researchers to use eggbeaters and salad-spinners as proposed devices. However, these suffer from bulky designs and
extremely low rotational speeds (maximum 1200rpm; 300 g), leading to impractical centrifugation
times for a simple task of blood plasma separation (>10 min). What is needed is a low-cost,
human-powered centrifuge that achieves high speeds and is portable, light-weight, and disposable
in low resource settings.

Here’s what the main conflicts look like when mapped onto the Contradiction Matrix:
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And, as indicated by the highlighted Inventive Principles, here’s the result of the inventors’
collective genius, as described in the rather convoluted first Claim of the patent:
A microfluidic [Principle 35] centrifuge for diagnostics of bodily fluidic samples, comprising: a
microfluidic disc having a pair of through holes comprising a first through hole and a second
through hole, wherein the pair of through holes are disposed symmetric and proximal to a central
axis of the microfluidic disc, wherein the microfluidic disc is at least partly made out of paper, or
the microfluidic disc forms a housing, wherein the housing is at least partly made out of paper; one
or more microfluidics channels on the surface of the microfluidic disc, wherein each of the one or
more microfluidics channels has an input and an output; one or more sealable input ports and one
or more sealable output ports, wherein each input of the one or more microfluidics channels is
connected to one of the sealable input ports and each output of the one or more microfluidics
channels is connected to one of the sealable output ports; a first tether [Principle 30] and a
second tether forming a pair of tethers, wherein the pair of tethers are continuously disposed
through the pair of through holes with ends at each side of the microfluidic disc, wherein the pair of
tethers are disposed to twist about each other [Principle 5] for unwinding, wherein the tether
unwinding is disposed to interact with the through holes, wherein the microfluidic disc rotates
about the central axis causing a centrifugal force capable of acting on the bodily fluidic samples
present in the one or more microfluidic channels.

It's almost literally child’s play. A whirligig toy with a bit of microfluidics added in for good
measure. Check out https://news.stanford.edu/2017/01/10/whirligig-toy-bioengineers-develop-20-cent-hand-powered-bloodcentrifuge/#:~:text=Stanford%20bioengineers%20have%20developed%20an,1.5%20minutes%2C%20no%20electricity%20required.

Including the lovely explanatory video:

Cost-down invention at its very finest.
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Best of the Month – Winning The Right Game

Eagle-eyed readers will recognise the name Ron Adner from our frequent mentions of his
previous book, The Wide Lens (Best of the Month winner back in Issue 121 from April
2012). A book that we occasionally still receive comeback on when people check it out on
Amazon and see that it isn’t so highly rated. My usual response to these challenges takes
the same perspective as A.G.Lafley, former CEO of Procter & Gamble, who’s attitude to
new product developments was that he much preferred product ideas that polarised
consumer panels rather than those that gave an above average score. It’s not about the
average, it’s about the passionate outliers that really see something great in the product
that count. The Wide Lens, by this analogy, wasn’t perfect, but – if you knew some TRIZ –
you knew that it contained some important insight about why a lot of innovation attempts
go wrong. Insights that, judging by the book’s ratings, a significant proportion of readers
still don’t get.
I get the impression from Adner’s new book that we’re going to see a similar effect this
time around: Winning The Right Game isn’t perfect (if only he actually knew some TRIZ
himself… Part 337), but it again contains some important insight into the innovation
process and specifically how organisations can find themselves doing all the right things
and still falling victim to what Adner labels ‘ecosystem disruption’.
The book begins with an important re-framing of the famous Kodak demise story. The
standard Kodak bankruptcy meme centres on the Company’s failure to make the transition
from paper and film to digital imagery despite being the inventors of the digital camera.
The reality, Adner compelling reveals is that they actually made an excellent job of shifting
to digital. Rather what caused them to fall from grace is that consumers switched from
sharing high quality memories (of so-called ‘Kodak Moments’) through physical printing, to
emailing them, and later uploading them to the Cloud. Or posting them on Instagram.
From here, aside from failing to recognise that the TRIZ Trends would not only have
allowed Kodak to see what was inevitably coming, Adner builds a flawed but nevertheless
foundational argument for a repeatable ecosystem disruption methodology. The structure
of the remainder of the book looking something like this:
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Chapters 2, 3 and 5 fall into the category of ‘if he’d known TRIZ he could’ve gone a lot
further, but what he’s got is still a great start’. Chapters 4 and 6 fall into the category of ‘if
he’d known TRIZ he would’ve written something completely different’. And the
summarising Chapter 7 builds on a growing business-literature consensus that in today’s
world, strategy can no longer afford to be done by small numbers of senior level
strategists. In a turbulent world, the strategic winners will be the ones that can sense all
the outside world signals, collectively make sense of them and then build and maintain
first-principle based, bottom-up, processes and protocols that are able to evolve as the
incoming signals dictate. Better yet, informed by a working knowledge of TRIZ/SI and
Complex Systems.
Meanwhile, Adner adds another piece of the jigsaw in his usual highly readable manner.
Which is something 99% of other business authors are unable to claim. Winning The Right
Game is well worth an investment of your time.
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Wow In Music – A Forest

In celebration of the halfway mark between me purchasing a ticket to see The Cure and
the actual date of the concert (concert promoters seem to have started solving their Covidsparked cashflow problems by having punters pay for their tickets (Principle 10!) a year in
advance these days), this month we feature what fans would likely agree is the band’s
finest moment. As it happens, I can say those words because the world’s finest music
magazine, Mojo, did a big Cure feature a couple of years and had fans actually vote on
their favourite songs. A Forest came top of the pile.
The song was lead single and core of the band’s second album, Seventeen Seconds. It
was released on 28 March 1980, and became their debut entry on the UK Singles Chart,
reaching number 31. I’d seen the band a few months earlier – making a gap of over 43
years from first seeing them to seeing them again later this year.

The single also got the band their first appearance on BBC's Top of the Pops programme
on 24 April 1980 (check it out here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_t9lygn2wfo). I
was an impressionable eighteen year old and the song, I now look back and see, solved a
big contradiction for me: how it was possible to like Pink Floyd and Punk. I somehow knew
when I first heard the song that I’d love it forever, and here I am today still loving it forever.
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Perhaps it was time to work out why. Why because, on the surface level, the whole thing
is really simple. An exercise in minimalist entrancement. A less-is-more masterclass. And
an enduring classic.
As famous for their depressing dirges as for singer-guitarist Robert Smith's deathly visage,
the Cure rode the post-punk wave during the late 1970s and early 1980s as leading
architects of goth rock. By the time the genre hit its stride in the mid-'80s, the band had
moved on to more mainstream pastures; but their second album Seventeen Seconds, and
especially the single 'A Forest', were the definitive goth recordings.
"It really was the drum sound that largely defined the song’s sonic direction," said
producer Mike Hedges. "The C-ducer contact mic had just arrived on the scene at that
time, and after testing it in another studio I decided to mic the entire drum kit with Cducers. I had initially tested the mic on other instruments, not drums, but then when I
briefly tested it on drums I thought 'God, they sound fantastic like that.' There's absolutely
no spill between the different drums when you use a C-ducer — each drum is completely
separate (Principle 2). Every part of the kit was therefore miked with C-ducers — kick,
snare, hi-hat, three or four Rototoms and two crash cymbals — and this gave us a very,
very contained drum sound with no space at all. Everything is right up close, there's no
ambience whatsoever, and we then used reverbs and delays to give us the shapes and
the sizes. I think the fact that the drums had such little ambience and were so sterile and
cold really set up the mood we loved.
"Having recorded the cymbals this way, we also did cymbal overdubs because we wanted
a very, very heavily compressed sound that had total sustain. You can hear that on
several of Seventeen Seconds songs — when the cymbals crash there's a click followed
by a long, long sustaining cymbal, which is three 1176 compressors in a row. It hisses for
about 20 seconds." (Principle 20).
The clean sparse sound continues with the other instruments and, something I only just
noticed while thinking about this article, contains no chords at all. Every note from the
bass, guitars and keyboards are mainly single notes, or occasionally two-notes plucked
together. Call that more Principle 2. In theory this way of playing shouldn’t work. And I can
imagine that keyboard player, Mathieu Hartley, would have been frustrated contemplating
having to play one-fingered every night for the rest of his life. As it happens, even the
8+minute long 12” version of the song still doesn’t feel like enough. Ditto the thirteen-plus
minute 1992 live version found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnVldyHRcjU. The
reason being (I think), the extensive and pioneering use of the flanging effect on Robert
Smith’s guitar. Flanger pedals offer up a readymade Inventive Principle 37 sound making
capability to any musician. Flanging, for the uninitiated, is an audio effect produced by
mixing two identical signals together, one signal delayed by a small and gradually
changing period, usually smaller than 20 milliseconds. This variation in the time delay
causes these to sweep up and down the frequency spectrum, and prevents the listeners
ears from becoming accustomed to the sound.
Finally, if you’re still not convinced to go listen, there’s another slice of Principle 37 going
on. The relative difference between the sterile cleanliness of the music and the emotion
and feel of Robert Smith’s vocal. Machine and man in perfect juxtaposition.
Roll on December 6. When I imagine The Cure will either close their set or encore with a
(fingers-crossed) twenty minute version of A Forest.
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Investments – Ferrocenes

Researchers at Imperial College London are developing a new class of materials that
could make solar panels cheaper and more flexible, without sacrificing stability.
Traditionally, solar cells have been made from silicon, which is efficient and stable but can
only be produced in stiff panels. Perovskite solar cells have been an area of interest in
recent years – these can be printed from inks, making them thin, light and flexible, as well
as cheaper. But they've failed to take over from silicon in part because they are not as
efficient, and they break down too easily under normal environmental conditions.
Now, researchers from City University of Hong Kong (CityU) have incorporated a new type
of material called ferrocenes, made at Imperial, into perovskite solar cells, improving their
efficiency and stability. Ferrocenes are compounds with iron in the centre, surrounded by
sandwiching rings of carbon, which gives them unique properties.
They have, for instance, excellent electron richness, which allows electrons to move more
easily from the perovskite layer to subsequent layers, improving the efficiency of
converting solar energy to electricity.
Research published this month in the journal Science by the CityU team reports that the
efficiency of perovskite cells with added ferrocene can reach 25 per cent, close to that of
traditional silicon cells.
Co-lead author Professor Nicholas Long, from the Department of Chemistry at Imperial,
said: “Silicon cells are efficient but expensive, and we urgently need new solar energy
devices to accelerate the transition to renewable energy. Stable and efficient perovskite
cells could ultimately allow solar energy to be used in more applications – from powering
the developing world to charging a new generation of wearable devices.
“Our collaboration with colleagues in Hong Kong was beautifully serendipitous, arising
after I gave a talk about new ferrocene compounds and met Dr Zonglong Zhu from CityU,
who asked me to send over some samples. Within a few months, the CityU team told us
the results were exciting, and asked us to send more samples, beginning a research
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programme that has resulted in perovskite devices that are both more efficient and more
stable.”
The researchers were also able to use ferrocenes to improve the stability of perovskite
cells by experimenting with attaching different chemical groups to the carbon rings of
ferrocene.
This added attachment power improved the stability of the devices, meaning they
maintained more than 98% of their initial efficiency after continuously operating at
maximum power for 1,500 hours. The efficiency and stability gained thanks to the addition
of a ferrocene layer brings these perovskite devices close to current international
standards for traditional silicon cells.
Lead researcher Dr Zonglong Zhu from CityU said: “We are the first team to successfully
boost the inverted perovskite solar cell to a record-high efficiency of 25% and pass the
stability test set by the International Electrotechnical Commission.”
The team have patented their design and hope to license it, eventually bringing their
perovskite devices to the market.
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Generational Cycles – Reputations

A 2018 research paper in Organizational Dynamics, by researchers in St. Louis and
Leipzig, Germany (‘Myths and Misconceptions About Leading Generations: Setting the
Record Straight’ by Cort W. Rudolph and Hannes Zacher), argues that generational theory
creates a self-fulfilling prophecy. You stereotype other generations. You treat them
differently. So they end up being different. The authors then go on to try and dispel the
‘myths’ surrounding Generational Theories such as the Strauss & Howe model. The
attempt, for me, falls into the category of exceptions proving the rule. In that, having made
the point about self-fulfilling prophecies, they then fail to recognise that this is one of the
key mechanisms through which the various different generational archetypes emerge. I’ll
leave you to go and find the paper if you’re interested.
In true ‘even the bad stuff is good stuff’ fashion, the paper made me think about the
possible mechanisms through which the self-fulfilling prophecy works. The answer seems
to centre around the reputations that each cohort has in the eyes of the surrounding
cohorts. Here’s one of the best summaries I’ve seen of the four different Strauss & Howe
originated generational cohorts, with special attention on reputations seen from both
positive and negative perspectives:
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In non-generational terms, this kind of reputation-based self-fulfilling prophecy is know as
the Pygmalion Effect:

If I (a late Nomad), for example, hold the belief that Heroic Millennials are ‘over-bold’, I act
towards them with a higher degree of caution, which then tends to cause frustration in the
Millennial at my apparent under-boldness. This in turn causes them to act even more
boldly (especially if they’re in the company of other Heroes). Which then makes me even
more cautious. And no doubt makes all the Millennials, as the vicious cycle continues
turning, to become progressively more bold.
The Organisational Dynamics paper authors clearly don’t understand complex systems or
the concept of emergent behaviour. They might not like the idea that Generations and
generation differences have anything to do with the workplace, but the fact that the host of
reputation-driven vicious cycles exist means the Generations exist. Acknowledging this
might well take us half-way to solving some of the resulting organisational dysfunctions.
The other half will come through a more widespread recognition that each vicious cycle
offers up a contradiction solving opportunity.
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Biology – Sulphur Molly

It is a fascinating phenomenon: thousands of fish moving like a giant Mexican wave in the
water, diving down and coming back to the surface over and over again for up to two
minutes. While humans engage in this kind of collective behaviour for fun in football
stadiums, animals may do it for more serious reasons: to avoid getting eaten by predators.
This is a common assumption in biology for the function of collective behaviour in general,
but empirical evidence, especially from the wild, is scarce. A team led by the Cluster of
Excellence "Science of Intelligence" at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Technische
Universität Berlin and IGB now found that the "Mexican waves" collectively produced by
tiny fish living in Mexico indeed reduce both their predatory birds' propensity to attack as
well as the birds’ hunting success. Functionally, these waves may work as a signal from
the fish to the birds: “We know you are there, don’t waste your time on attacking us!”
The Baños del Azufre springs, located around the Mexican city of Teapa, are a strange
environment for fish: because they are volcanic springs, the water is high on toxic
hydrogen sulphide and very low on oxygen. Only specially adapted fish like the sulphur
molly (Pocilia sulphuraria) can survive there. How they do that is a story for another day.
Today, the job is to explore their Mexican wave capabilities…
Sulphur mollies spend much of their time close to the water surface to breathe, many
different bird species attack them. Fortunately, these 2-5cm-small fish are not entirely
defenceless; they appear in large schools comprising often more than 100,000 individuals
(with ~2000 per square metre… so quite ‘cosy’), and when a bird approaches or attacks,
the fish react collectively by diving down in a staggered manner, each fish touching the
water surface with its tail. From a distance, the school as a whole appears to be producing
conspicuous waves that resemble those first seen in human football stadiums during the
1986 FIFA world cup in Mexico - and called “Mexican waves” since then.
Most interestingly, the fish perform these waves over and over again, sometimes for up to
2 minutes. The Berlin-based research team with their Mexican partners from the University
of Tabasco investigated whether this wave motion has an influence on the behaviour of
the attacking birds that hunt the fish.
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Birds delay their attack and are less successful when hunting “waving” prey
So, the question was whether the waves produced by the fish change anything in the
birds’ attack behaviour. And indeed, the researchers found that the more waves
kingfishers experienced after their initial attack, the longer the birds waited to attack again.
“Sometimes the birds even left the scene before making their next attack”, said Carolina
Doran, one of the lead authors of this study.
Birds can save time and energy if they don’t attack waving fish, because their chances of
success are low. Fish, on the other hand, benefit from signalling when they detect a
predator because the predator may hunt elsewhere as a result. “Such a win-win situation
is necessary for a collective signal to coevolve between prey and predator species”,
explained Jens Krause, senior author of the study. “In the end, we need to look in more
detail at these systems to understand how collective behaviours like perception
advertisement really evolved”, added Juliane Lukas, the third lead author.
Meanwhile, back in TRIZ-World, the sulphur molly survival strategy makes for an elegant
illustration of a solution to a safety versus lack-of-individual-adaptability (thanks to the
‘cosy’ shoal configuration) conflict. Which looks like this when mapped onto the
Contradiction Matrix:

The Molly-Wave offers up a good illustration of several of the recommended Principles –
5, Merging (working together…), 15, Dynamics (…moving…), Principle 17, Another
Dimension (…in different random directions). Also, if you check out a video of the molly’s
in action, the wavefront the shoal makes also looks a lot like Principle 30. Check them out
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JME-3_yRs9c
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Short Thort
“The so-called paradox of freedom is the argument that freedom in the sense of absence of any
constraining control must lead to very great restraint, since it makes the bully free to enslave the
meek. The idea is, in a slightly different form, and with very different tendency, clearly expressed in
Plato.
Less well known is the paradox of tolerance: Unlimited tolerance must lead to the disappearance
of tolerance. If we extend unlimited tolerance even to those who are intolerant, if we are not
prepared to defend a tolerant society against the onslaught of the intolerant, then the tolerant will
be destroyed, and tolerance with them. — In this formulation, I do not imply, for instance, that we
should always suppress the utterance of intolerant philosophies; as long as we can counter them
by rational argument and keep them in check by public opinion, suppression would certainly be
unwise. But we should claim the right to suppress them if necessary even by force; for it may
easily turn out that they are not prepared to meet us on the level of rational argument, but begin by
denouncing all argument; they may forbid their followers to listen to rational argument, because it
is deceptive, and teach them to answer arguments by the use of their fists or pistols. We should
therefore claim, in the name of tolerance, the right not to tolerate the intolerant. We should claim
that any movement preaching intolerance places itself outside the law, and we should consider
incitement to intolerance and persecution as criminal, in the same way as we should consider
incitement to murder, or to kidnapping, or to the revival of the slave trade, as criminal.”

Karl Raimund Popper

News
Farsi Business Matrix 3.0
We’re happy to announce that the Business Matrix 3.0 has now being translated into Farsi
and is being published in both paper and electronic versions.
Software Engineer
We’re recruiting at the moment. If you know anyone with a degree of TRIZ/SI/TrenDNA
familiarity that also happens to be a top-notch full-stack software developer, please feel
free to point them in Darrell’s direction… big new plans afoot.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Agriculture – Patent Design-Around Project
Agriculture – Product Evolution Potential/Future Evolution Project
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Agriculture – Cost-Down Engineering Project
Transport – TrenDNA Project
Electronics – SI Certification Workshops
Aerospace – Design-For-Reliability Project
Logistics – Problem-Solving Workshop Series
Energy – SI Workshops
Education – LMS Design/Strategy Definition Project
Automotive – SI Workshops
Consulting – TrenDNA Workshop

Copyright Disclaimer: As regular ezine readers will be aware, we often use images obtained from
a broad range of different sources, usually to set them in a different context to the original one –
for example using an image to illustrate a TRIZ/SI learning point. It is our policy to always seek
permission to use such images. We seem, however, to be entering a world in which a small
minority of copyright owners are actively seeking to hide their ownership. We will leave our readers
to speculate on the possible reasons for this. In the meantime, all readers should note that any
images where we have not been able to trace ownership, no copyright infringement is intended,
nor do we claim to own any of such images. For the benefit of any hidden copyright owners that
make themselves known to us, we will be happy to remove said images should they wish. The SI
ezine is a free publication with a purely educational focus. SI does not and will not make money
from any of the images contained within the ezine.
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